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“...a refuge when everything else in the world seems to go crazy...”
quoted from Jake’s guest book

Latest News
Rube & Rake concert

Stone Wall Workshop
Eight students and four people from Heritage
NL attended the October stone wall repair workshop, led by Ken Tauch of NL Flagstone. This was
their second project in Brigus, the firsts being repair
of walls at Shane O’Dea’s house. They restored the
wall near Rockwell Kent’s addition to its former
configuration in such a way as it was diﬃcult to tell
new work from old; a top notch job.

On August 15, our music residents, Josh Sandu
and Andrew Laite (Rube and Rake) gave a very
successful concert at St. George’s in Brigus, the first
Landfall-sponsored concert in two years, to a large
and appreciative artist. It was a financial as well
as artistic success, and Landfall even made some
money.
Their albums: Leaving with Nothing and Back
and Forth are available by e-mailing
https://www.lhmrec.com/product-category/rube-and-rake/
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More News
Open House

photo by Helen Milley

For years Landfall Trust and Kent Cottage have
held an open house for the local community; this
years was on Sunday, October 24. It was a beautiful spring day and the view of Brigus Harbour was
spectacular, as usual. Photographer Helen Milley
took this marvelous photo of the cottage from the
stone stairs leading to the lower fields.

Archeology at the Cottage
Due to pressing matters on the Cupid’s Cove
Plantation site, Bill Gilbert was unable to do the proposed dig next to the foundation of Kent Cottage.
Hopefully they will try again next year.
I just learned the nature of those “pressing matters.” It seems his crew has found the oldest English
coin in Canada, possibly in all of North America, in
Cupids. It is a Henry VII half-groat minted between
1493 and 1499. What a find!
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Kelly McMichael

Congratulations to Kelly McMichael on the
release of her single titled Montreal. Kelly together with Maria Peddle, who does vocals on her
new single, were our first musicians-in-residence
at Landfall in 2018. And Jake Nicoll, who was
musician-in-residence in 2019, played several roles
in the creation of this new release. You can hear
Montreal on Spotify, You Tube Music and Deezer

Window Workshop
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The Heritage NL window workshop originally
planned for Landfall was pre-empted by an artist’s
retreat so we had it in my backyard in Torbay. On
Saturday, the attendees learned how use steam to remove old glazing compound without breaking the
glass and then put it back using traditional glazing
putty. Sunday we were driven indoors by the rain,
and practiced repairing damaged or missing wood
with epoxy and Dutch patching. These are all techniques that we will be using to restore the windows
at Kent Cottage. The proceeds of the workshop will
help to replace the roof in the spring.

The Eyes of the Gull
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photo of Margaret Duley by Anonymous - http://collections.mun.ca/cdm/ref/collection/cns_enl/id/1990, Public
Domain, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=91223059

ockwell Kent’s stay in Brigus has
inspired numerous literary works. One
such work is Margaret Duley’s 1936
novel The Eyes of the Gull, in which “Peter Keen,”
a painter, rolls into an unnamed Newfoundland
outport and rents Head House, a deserted cottage
set “on the edge of a bleak promontory.” Keen is
seeking seclusion, but he is soon confronted by a
local named Isabel Pyke, who has lived her life in
“spiritual rebellion to Newfoundland” and considers
the Head her own “lonely sanctuary.” For years she
has been going there to dream of Spain, but Keen
soon captures her imagination completely.
The two begin an aﬀair which they easily keep
secret. How do they do this? With a little help from
a ghost story. No one else in the village will dare go
near the haunted house.
Duley’s ghost story is bizarre. It centres on a
sixty-year-old history of a sea captain named Josiah who, after a two-year absence, returned to his
betrothed, Elfrieda, to find she had recently died
following the stillbirth of a child. Incensed by the

betrayal, Josiah dug up Elfrieda’s grave in a horrific
attempt to find some token identifying the father
of a baby. When this was unsuccessful, he devoted himself to building the remote house where he
would live out the remainder of his days. Six decades later, the sounds of the hammer and the pick
are said to continue to echo “the rage Josiah hammered into the walls” and the violent desecration of
a grave that wouldn’t give up its secret.
While the town is cowed by the memory of
“sinful” Josiah and his “worthless bride-to-be,”
Keen is untroubled by the ghost story as he realizes
that it will eﬀectively safeguard his privacy. Unlike
the locals, Keen empathises with Elfrieda — not
because she is thought to have been an artist like
himself (a poet), but for her carpe diem spirit. He
imagines she found love with a sailor who “blew in
from the sea and swept her oﬀ her feet.” He agrees
with the town that Josiah was sinful, but for a diﬀerent reason — Keen believes the captain should have
never built the house in the first place but instead set
out to sea again in search of new adventures — and
new loves.

Despite Isabel’s emotional distance from the
town, the ghost story deeply aﬀects her view of
Head House, which in her provokes a “deep spiritual repudiation.” She seems to identify with both
characters in the tale: the sight of the house reminds
her that she is like Josiah — doomed to never get
what she wants. But the thought of going inside the
dwelling fills her with the certainty of an Elfrieda-like death: the house is a tomb for Isabel. Keen
realizes not even he can shake her from this vision,
even as he attempts to liberate her from the environment that shaped it.
It’s important to note that the house means different things to diﬀerent characters in the novel. For
pious Aunt Dorcas, it is a refuge from a storm; for
Keen, it’s an innocuous landing place, comfortable
enough for a summer if the air is permitted to blow
through it. Dorcas sagely suggests that superstitions
about the house would quickly fade if people became more familiar with it, but “it’s a long walk [to
the Head] and the wind is strong.” Not everyone has
the energy or the inclination to see such a singular,
solitary place for themselves.
In The Rock Observed, Patrick O’Flaherty
rightly observed that The Eyes of the Gull is unsympathetic to and ultimately unconcerned with Newfoundland culture. The characters in this strange and
dispiriting romance are stilted and largely unsympathetic. But the descriptions of the wind — chaotic,
forceful, relentless, disruptive — are wonderful and
believable enough.
--Nancy Earle

Getting a New Roof
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or the past hundred or so years, artists
have been the saviors of the Cottage. In
1914, when Rockwell Kent rented the
house, it was known as Freshwater and had been
used as a hay barn for years.When Kent moved in,
its location and view had little value, but he fell in
love with the place and put a great deal of eﬀort into
repairing the building and adding a studio to the
west end. After Kent was asked to leave Newfoundland in 1915, it sat vacant for fifteen years before
another artist, Arthur Harris, bought it and, once
again, repaired and added to the cottage.
In his autobiography, It’s Me Oh Lord, Kent
talks about needing to tar the spruce roof shingles,
and by that he may have meant renewing their coating of seal oil and red ochre, but it was Harris who
put on a new roof in the early 1930s. He also added
the bathroom ell on the rear; a remnant of Harris’s
old roof has been preserved above the door to the
bath.
Harris’s roof was already twenty years old when
Jake Folensbee bought the house in the early 1950s.
When Jake put on the current roof in 1981, the old
roof was on its last legs; now it is Jake’s roof, that
needs to be replaced. The once thick cedar shakes
have been eroded so thin that they have been breaking oﬀ in a high wind.
Jake wrote in his journal “Rockwell Kent was
here as part of his forgivness tour...In his subsequent apostrophe, he inscribed to me that I was his
heir here.” Through Jake, we now have inherited
that duty of care. Once again, art is called upon to
save the cottage. But things are not as simple as
they were forty years ago when Gene Gosse did the
roof work.
Regrettably over the last decades, the number of
people experienced with wood roofs has dwindled
and few were interested in bidding a job in such a
remote location (Kent refers to the last fifty meters
of the “road” as “...merest cart’s width track dug
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from the hillside.”) and our only bid far exceeded
our funds, so we have decided, with help from Heritage NL, to replace the roof on our own.
We will be acting as our own contractor, hiring
others to erect staging and prepare the roof deck for
new shingles. We will purchase all the materials,
but rely on volunteer labor to do the actual shingle
installation
Once the job is set up, it does not take a great
deal of skill to install wood shingles on a roof. It is
simply a matter of placing the shingles in the right
postion, nailing them with a nail gun, and repeating
the process over and over again.
In conjunction with the roof work, we also plan
to oﬀer wood shingling workshops through Heritage
NL, where we will teach individuals (homeowners,
carpenters, roofers, etc.) the details of wood roof
installation and lead flashing. The proceeds from the
workshops will help to fund the roof replacement.
As Jake did in 1981, we will do one side of the
house at a time, the front in the spring of next year,
and the rear in the fall.
Replacing the roof on the cottage is a big
job and we will need a good deal of help to
pull it oﬀ. We will be giving more details as to
how you can help as the start date gets closer.

Thayer Carter
Landfall resident 2018
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ntrigued by the notion to walk in the footsteps of his ancestors, Thayer Carter, visual
artist, wood-worker and builder, became
a Landfall Trust/The Rooms artist-in-residence
in 2018. During his residency, Thayer focused on
daily drawings and/or watercolors, many of which
translated into woodcut blocks, printed from his
home studio press in Santa Fe, New Mexico. Thayer
produced 17 woodcuts, generating 30-print editions
from each block, viewable on his website at Newfoundland Collection.
Residing at Kent Cottage was a magical time
for me. My grandparents and family had lived in the
cottage between 1914-15 and my mother was born
in St. Johns. The experience opened the door to a
new appreciation for my family heritage and cultivated artwork from a landscape inherently inspiring. The residency at Kent cottage was invaluable.
Over the past three years and during the
COVID-19 lockdown, Thayer has continued to
produce woodcut prints, watercolors, oil and acrylic
paintings. Additionally, Thayer and his son, Forest,
started a small building project outside of Santa Fe,
where the family owns land bordering the National
Forest. Over the past three seasons, the father-son

duo have designed a 12 x 18 foot saltbox type
building with a two-sided porch facing 180 degree
views of wilderness. From from captured rainwater they hand-mixed more than 3 tons of cement;
constructed an oﬀ-grid building from pre-cut parts
and assembled re-cycled materials on location with
hand tools. Reminiscent of his grandfather, Rockwell Kent, and his great uncle, Abbot Thayer - both
accomplished designers and builders, as well as
artists - Thayer and Forest are keeping family traditions alive.
Thayer’s artwork will be featured in a new publication, ART IN THE MAKING, Essays by Artists
About What They Do, published by Fisher Press and
planned for release April 2022. Thayer is proposing
to publish a book of his own artworks in 2023.
You can see Thayer’s Newfoundland Series
at https://thayercarter.com/newfoundland-collection-2019

More Fun in the Attic
by Rex Passion
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This is a composite of the west wall of the cottage as seen from the Kent addition attic.
All photos in this artricle by Rex Passion

t was this July before I ventured through a
small opening next to the chimney into the
tiny dark space under the roof of the west
end addition. This was the attic of the “cubby hole
of a workshop” that Rockwell Kent added in 1914.
When he first saw the cottage, Kent referred to
it as a “wreck” but he did not mention replacing
any of the wood, only whitewashing the old clapboards, painting the outside trim and tarring the
spruce-shingled roof.*
As his first step to adding his studio, Kent
stripped the clapboards and sheathing boards down
to the full studs of the original building, as its outside wall would be his new inside wall, but he left
the boards above the second floor ceiling to the roof
peak.
On my first visit to the Kent attic, I saw these
wide boards nailed to the half-log studs. I believe
they were added during the c.1830 expansion and
the clapboards of the exterior wall were nailed to
these boards; the outside of the original c.1800
building was the bark side of the half-logs simply
chinked with moss. I was looking at the gable end
of Kent Cottage as it was when it was expanded; it
has been untouched since Kent left it in 1914.

The sheathing boards were sawn with a pit
saw, lapped with a bevel edge, which was cut with
a plane, and nailed to the studs using hand-forged
nails. There are nail holes from the clapboards that
Kent removed and in one place, the original handforged clapboard nails remain.

Pit saw marks (left) and beveled lap joint (right)

Old clapboard nails on the west end wall

section of window casing and molding of 2nd floor window

c.1830 window trim showing ghost of second trim piece

Another great find was the original trim of
one of two windows that were also added to the
west end wall during the early renovation; the trim
details are the same as the windows on the cottage’s second-floor. The trim also has a layer of old,
cracked white paint, an indication of the condition
of the cottage in 1914 when Kent first lived there. In
his autobiography he referred to the “weatherbeaten
clapboard façade” and the paint on the clapboards
was most likely in the same condition on the clapboards when Kent first moved in. One of the first
things he did was to whitewash the clapboards.
There appears to be only one layer of paint on
the window trim indicating that perhaps the cottage
had been painted only a few times since the 1830s,
a period of more than eighty years.
Like the trim on the second floor south side windows, the only ones from c.1830, the attic window
trim was in two pieces, The remaining casing is
flush with the sheathing boards and the second trim
piece, the window molding, which is missing as evidenced by its ghost, was nailed on top of the first.
Below is a sketch of both the second floor and attic
window trim. While the casing boards are the same
width in both, the beaded detail is smaller and more
delicate in the attic trim.

The clapboards butt against the window molding making a weather-tight joint. It is interesting to
note that the cedar shingles Jake put on the exterior
walls of the cottage stick past the window molding on the second floor, which make me think that
the original clapboards are still in place under the
shingles.
The attic of the main cottage gave me insight
into the original structure of half-log studs with
moss chinking and a lower roof line, but the Kent
attic showed what the exterior looked like in c.1830,
without the clapboards. It was also a thrill to see
actual work done by Rockwell Kent.
*From Kents autobiography, It’s Me Oh Lord, page 281

Endowment
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n addition to the property at Landfall, the Folensbee Estate also left an Endowment Fund to support the
operation of the Landfall Trust; this fund was set up in 2014. The Board of Landfall has been extremely
grateful to the foresightedness of Jake and his executors, Bob and Norm Frampton for providing the
trust with this financial cushion, which can be used at the discretion of the Board.
To maintain the long-term stability of the Trust, we would like to grow the endowment beyond the level of
its initial value. If you as a supporter wish to donate to the endowment fund rather than to routine operations, all
it takes is a note saying that is your wish when you make your donation. You can donate by mailing us a cheque,
paying directly by e-transfer to landfalltrustnl@gmail.com or through Landfall Trust’s account with CanadaHelps (canandahelps.org). As always, we appreciate the support of our friends who want to keep Landfall and
its programs going for many years to come.
David Molyneux
VP Finance and Treasurer
Landfall Trust Inc.

Kent Cottage at Landfall
Secured for the Winter

Date and photographer unknown.

Donate to Landfall Trust
Landfall Trust
P.O. Box 21378
St. John’s, NL
Canada
A1A 5G6
landfalltrustnl.org
landfalltrustnl@gmail.com
The Landfall Trust, Inc. was incorporated, under the Corporations Act of Newfoundland and Labrador, in
March of 2005, Canadian Revenue Agency Registered Charity. No.839156544RR001 . Tax deductible receipts
will be issued for all donations over $10.00.

